Watch video to learn more about XeThru Technology

Every breath you take
- I’ll be watching you!

XeThru Technology delivers advanced respiration monitoring

Xethru is a new advanced sensor-technology for tracking of people for comfort and safety

- SEE THROUGH
  The ability to see through objects enables hidden, tamper proof sensors that builds into walls.

- PRESENCE
  Presence tells you if someone is in the detection zone.

- MOTION
  Detecting the smallest motions, as those from a person breathing.

- PROXIMITY
  Proximity tells you if someone is within a certain range.

- DISTANCE
  Measuring distance to all detected objects, enables counting and speed measurements.

https://www.xethru.com/
**See through** the wall sensing human presence on the other side.

**Presence** triggered light adjustment for comfort, energy saving.

https://www.xethru.com/
Motion detection for vital sign and sleep monitoring

Proximity for nearby interaction and user interfaces.

https://www.xethru.com/
Distance and position detection allows tracking and advanced home automation.
Doug Roberts
CEO, Flat Earth

We have found the XeThru Technology to be superior to other technology we tried.

Read the story (/blog/2014/03/crop-height-sensor)

Dan Axelsson
CEO, Cinside

The HumanFinder is a sensor, incorporating a XeThru transceiver, capable of detecting and determine the position of trapped victims.

Read the story (/blog/2014/03/human-finder)

A world of possibilities and success stories

VIEW ALL CUSTOMER STORIES
(/BLOG/CUSTOMER-STORIES)

CONTACT US!
Do you have a perfect project for XeThru?

Contact us or one of our local partners

We work close with our customers to support them through their projects, to ensure that they reach their deadlines and that our customers have a successful product in the end.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL PARTNER (/PARTNERS)

CONTACT US (/ABOUT/CONTACT-US)

https://www.xethru.com/
Happy New Year as we look 80 years back at Radar history

At Novelda, we look back on yet another exciting year full of highlights. In 2014, the XeThru technology was launched as our future foundation for smart sensing and everything connected.

Ingar Fredriksen to join Novelda as VP of Sales and Marketing

We are pleased to announce that Ingar Fredriksen will join Novelda February 1st 2015, as VP of Sales and Marketing.